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ROPE CLUTCHES

Maximum performance and minimum friction with Rutgerson’s rope clutches. 

Rutgerson rope clutches can take much higher loads than equivalent sizes of other manufacturers on the market due to a unique  

combination of clever construction and high-quality materials. The housing is made of a black high-tech composite of high strength, 

whereas the other parts are made of either anodized aluminium or stainless steel. Due to the construction of the product, our rope clutches 

are suitable for boats up to 42ft. 

Our rope clutches have a clever solution for endless lines. Due to the fact that the housing can easily be removed from the mounting plate, 

the rope clutch can quickly be mounted on or detached from endless lines such as furling lines. The rope clutch is the only one that can 

be mounted by one person on the deck. Additionally, with a wide range of rope dimensions between 6 and 16mm, the Rutgerson rope 

clutches are incredibly flexible. 

The modern, compact design of Rutgerson’s rope clutches ensures a neat mounting in line with modern deck layouts. The streamlined 

design dramatically reduces the risk of problems with tangled ropes. The Black Line rope clutches have no sharp corners or obstructions 

that could catch the rope. 

You will find that the handling of the lines much easier with our rope clutches. This is because it is the only rope clutch on the market fitted 

with an integrated low-friction sheave, which ensures that the rope runs smoothly - both when winching and when trimming by hand. 

Don’t have to be straight behind! No additional products with furling genoa, even standing in the cockpit! Naturally, the clutch allows 

continued trimming of the rope even when it is locked. 

Load  and rope diameter comparison between RC75X and RC1000HPX
Performance is depending on the rope quality
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Core benefits
   Superior working load
   Easy and clever mounting
   Elegant design
   Minimum friction

Rope Clutch RC1000

Rope Clutch RC75X

S600702 S600703S600701

S601502 S601503S601501

A B C D x E

Part No Product description
Height
[mm]

Width
[mm]

Length      
[mm]

Max load
[kg]

Rope dimensions
[mm] 

Hole spacing
[mm]

Weight
[gr]

S600701 Single rope clutch RC75X 70 39 139 750 8 - 12 79 (M6 bolts) 352
S600702 Double rope clutch RC75X 70 66 139 750 8 - 12 79 x 28 (M6 bolts) 618
S600703 Triple rope clutch RC75X 70 94 139 750 8 - 12 79 x 28  (M6 bolts) 894

Rope clutches RC75X

A B C D x E

Part No Product description
Height
[mm]

Width
[mm]

Length      
[mm]

Max load
[kg]

Rope dimensions
[mm] 

Hole spacing
[mm]

Weight
[gr]

S601501 Single rope clutch RC1000 81 38 160 1000 10-16 85  (M6 bolts) 504
S601502 Double rope clutch RC1000 81 73 160 1000 10-16 85 x 32  (M6 bolts) 934
S601503 Triple rope clutch RC1000 81 102 160 1000 10-16 85 x 32  (M6 bolts) 1385

Rope clutches RC1000
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